SGA Resolution 18-04-S

A Resolution to make the area that floods by Greek row into a pond that shall be named later.

Whereas: This area floods every time it rains, and

Whereas: We can put a statue of lightning in the middle of the pond to enhance school spirit, and

Whereas: The pond will enhance the beautification of campus and help recruit potential new students, and

Whereas: We can involve our award winning construction department and engineering departments, and

Whereas: The chemicals that keep a pond healthy also dye the pond blue, and

Whereas: The Rutherford Blvd. entrance to campus is receiving much focus and attention, and

Whereas: Money for this project will arrive from various Alumni groups and University funds;

Therefore, let it be resolved by the 66th Congress of the Student Government Association of Middle Tennessee State University that:

Section 1: Upon passage of the resolution, a copy will be sent to the appropriate planning committees and departments to research the feasibility of such a project.

Sponsored by: Ashley Elizabeth Graham, Speaker Pro Tempore
Stephanie Reatherford, Senator of Education and Behavioral Science
Paul Vick, Senator of the College of Mass Communication
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